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ABSTRACT 

Agricultural productivity is the one on which Indian Economy highly depends. Disease detection in plants and 

fruits plays a big role in agriculture. Disease in fruits cause damage problem due to attack from various micro 

organisms, pets and bacterial diseases.The symptoms of attacks through leaves, steams or fruit inspection is 

possible in plants. In our review paper the image processing techniques are used for early detection of plant 

disease through leaf inspection.The objective of this paper is to analyse the implemented image and techniques 

to extract and classify leafs. This paper monitors the images on the basis of colour, vector, texture and 

morphology. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Defective food items have a typical event on the racks of stores. Indeed, even subsequent to paying a single 

amount sum clients are disappointed with the items they purchase. One of such items is the fruits and 

vegetables.(Dubey 2012)[4] To a human eye they may seem solid and fresh however simply subsequent to 

cutting or eating it, the clients know its quality. This likewise influences the benefit for the makers. 

Subsequently, there is requirement to application which distinguishes the quality, defects of fruits and 

vegetables with the goal that the clients get just the best quality item for the cash they pay. The quality , defects 

of fruits are checked utilizing advancements like MRI ,x-beam imaging and so forth which are exorbitant for  

farmers to manage, possess huge space , clients need logical learning to utilize and analysis the outcomes, and 

harmful affect used for research. (Gavhale 2014)[5] In this manner, they can't be utilized by everybody and on 

every single item. Some disease also effect different regions of the tree causing maladies of twigs, leaves, and 

branches.’ 

(Anand et al. 2016)[1] Each disease happening in organic product makes a specific surface or particular shaded 

spot. We can utilize these features for detection of diseases in the natural product. For instance some regular 

diseases of apple fruits are apple scab, apple spoil, and apple smear. Apple scabs are dim or darker corky spots. 

Apple spoil is a contagious disease causing a darker or dark, spreading decay in organic product that might be 

secured by a red corona.(Dewdney n.d.)[3] Apple smudge is a parasitic disease and shows up at first glance 
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which can differ in estimate from little, dull spots to substantial blotches that can cover a significant part of the 

natural product surface. 

Fruits considered for our work includes grapes, apples and pomegranate. Detailed description of disease 

affecting these fruits is listed as under 

1.1 Grapes 

1.1.1 Black Rot 

(Anon 2010)This disease is most common among grapes. This disease is devastating in moist environment. This 

disease affect leafs of grapes which becomes black at borders. The yellowish spot is formed at the centre of leaf 

which becomes enlarged with time. Preventive mechanism such as fungicides and chemicals are available that 

decreases the effect of Black rots[2]. 

 

Figure 1: Black rots disease in Grapes 

1.1.2 Powdery Mildew 

(Dewdney n.d.)This is caused by fungus Uncinulanecator. This is a common type of oidium. Grapes and some 

other species are affected by this disease. Whitish or greenish powdery patches are formed on grapes as a result 

of this disease. This disease also causes leaf curling. Cracking of fruits makes them rendered unusable hence 

productivity and quality is lost[4].   

 

Figure 2: Powdery Mildew 
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1.1.3 Downy Mildew 

(Blight n.d.)It is devastating infection present on grape wine. During summer and rain fall season this disease 

occurs. This disease is caused due to virus Plasmoparaviticola. Almost all the portion of green grapes becomes 

susplectible. Circular spots appear on leaf of grapes. Growth of grapes under this disease becomes downy hence 

the name downy mildew[3]. 

 

Figure 3: Downy Mildew in grapes 

1.2 Apples 

1.2.1 Apple Scab 

(Broembsen & Pratt n.d.)This disease cause most devastating apple infection that destroy the breed and reduces 

productivity and quality. The starting symptom appears on the outer surface of leafs of apple. Three stages of 

apple rot is present. At first stage infection is visible only on the outer surface of leaf, at second stage spots 

becomes brown and spot appear at the centre of the leaf. At the third stage apple fruit is infected and becomes 

brownish[3]. 

 

Figure 4: Apple Scab 

1.2.2 Apple Rots 

(Dewdney n.d.)This is fungus infection caused due to Botryosphaeriaobtusa. It affect leafs and main apple fruit. 

Infection increases from mild to severe in 1 to 3 weeks. Moist areas enhance such disease. Fruit becomes 

yellowish and brown[4].  
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Figure 5: Apple Rots 

1.3 Pomegranate 

1.3.1 Bacterial Blight 

(Patil et al. 2011) This disease is first discovered in Delhi in 1952. Earlier up to 1992, it was considered as least 

threat on mass fruit crops. Now days, this disease is recorded in almost every state of India. Black coloured 

spots appear on fruits as a result of this disease[9]. 

 

Figure 6: Bacterial Blight 

1.3.2 Aspergillus Fruit Rot 

This disease is caused due to infection. The infection spread as fruit flower starts to open after a rain fall. The 

internal portion of pomegranate is infected through this disease[9]. 

 

Figure 7: Aspergillus Fruit Rot 
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II. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

(Dubey 2012)[4] Diseases in organic product cause decimating issue in monetary misfortunes and creation in 

horticultural industry around the world. In this paper, an answer for the discovery and grouping of apple organic 

product diseases is proposed and tentatively approved. The picture preparing based proposed approach is made 

out of the accompanying fundamental strides; in the first step K-Means bunching strategy is utilized for the 

picture division, in the second step some best in class highlights are extricated from the fragmented picture, 

lastly pictures are ordered into one of the classes by utilizing a Multi-class Support Vector Machine. Our 

exploratory outcomes express that the proposed arrangement can fundamentally bolster precise location also, 

programmed order of apple organic product diseases. The order precision for the proposed arrangement is 

accomplished up to 93%. 

(Gavhale 2014)[5] This work displays a writing audit think about for natural product identifying and reviewing 

framework in light of picture handling systems. Diverse sorts of calculations are accessible to separate 

component of natural product characters by catching the organic product picture. With the assistance of this 

component organic product is distinguished and reviewed by nature of natural product this should be possible 

utilizing diverse sorts of classifier. The evaluating framework has benefit of high precision, fast and ease. It will 

have a decent scene of use in natural product quality identifying and reviewing territories. This work planned to 

think about various sorts of calculations utilized for quality evaluating to build up a calculation for recognizing 

and arranging of organic product from the gain picture. The component, for example, morphological element is 

utilized and shading can be removed which is further more used to distinguish class of the organic product 

utilizing neural system. 

(Jhuria & Kum 2013)[6] In the present paper acquaint an inventive approach with consequently identify and 

grade the diseases on pomegranate natural product. The diseased pomegranate plant demonstrates particular 

manifestations shaded spots that will happen on the pomegranate natural product. so it is vital to checking the 

pomegranate amid its development period and at the time of gather. The proposed framework will be a 

productive module that recognizes the Bacterial Blight, Cercospora natural product spot, Fruit Rot, Alternaria 

natural product Spot diseases on pomegranate natural product. In this outline talk about with critical issues 

identified with recognition of diseases and building up a prime system to break down diseases. Investigation will 

be done to recognize the sort of disease and to characterize the diseases pictures into grades relying on their 

seriousness. 

(Khirade & Patil 2015)[8] Recognizable proof of the plant diseases is the way to keeping the misfortunes in the 

yield and amount of the agrarian item. The investigations of the plant diseases mean the investigations of 

outwardly detectable examples seen on the plant. Wellbeing checking what's more, disease recognition on plant 

is exceptionally basic for supportable farming. It is exceptionally hard to screen the plant diseases physically. It 

requires colossal measure of work, expertise in the plant diseases, and furthermore require the inordinate 

preparing time. Consequently, picture preparing is utilized for the discovery of plant diseases. Disease 
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identification includes the means like picture obtaining, picture pre-handling, and picture division, include 

extraction and arrangement. This paper talked about the techniques utilized for the identification of plant 

diseases utilizing their leaves pictures. This paper additionally talked about some division and highlight 

extraction calculation utilized as a part of the plant disease location. 

(Samajpati & Degadwala 2016)[10] These days, abroad exchange has extended unquestionably in various 

countries. Bounty organic product items are outside from substitute nations, for instance, oranges, apples et 

cetera. Manual recognizing verification of contaminated organic product is amazingly dreary. The usage of 

picture preparing strategies is of remarkable ramifications for the examination of agro based applications. In any 

case, location of diseases in the natural product items using pictures is as yet dangerous due to the general 

changes of skin shading in unmistakable sorts of organic product items. In this paper three typical 

contaminations of apple natural product are considered i.e. Apple scab, apple decay and apple smudge. The 

picture handling based proposed philosophy is made out of the going with some best in class shading and 

surface highlights are removed from the test picture, at that point shading and surface highlights are melded and 

arbitrary woodland classifier is utilized for diseases characterization and if the organic product is contaminated 

by any of the one disease then the tainted part is sectioned utilizing k-implies grouping system. The exactness of 

the diseases characterization will enhance by include level combination. 

(Singh 2015)[11] Horticultural profitability is that thing on which Indian Economy exceedingly depends. This is 

the one reason that disease location in plants assumes an essential part in farming field, as having disease in 

plants are very normal. On the off chance that appropriate care isn't taken around there then it causes genuine 

consequences for plants and because of which separate item quality, amount or efficiency is influenced. 

Recognition of plant disease through some programmed procedure is gainful as it decreases a substantial work 

of checking in huge homesteads of harvests, and at beginning period itself it distinguishes the indications of 

diseases implies when they show up on plant clears out. This paper displays a calculation for picture division 

procedure utilized for programmed location and in addition grouping of plant leaf diseases and review on 

various diseases order methods that can be utilized for plant leaf disease identification. Picture division, which is 

a vital viewpoint for disease recognition in plant leaf disease, is finished by utilizing hereditary calculation. 

(Tichkule 2016)[12] Agribusiness is a most imperative and antiquated occupation in India. As economy of India 

depends on agrarian generation, most extreme care of sustenance creation is vital. Bugs like infection, parasite 

and microbes makes disease plants with misfortune in quality and amount generation. There is expansive 

measure of loss of agriculturist underway. Consequently appropriate care of plants is vital for same. This paper 

shows an outline of utilizing picture preparing techniques to identify different plant diseases. Picture handling 

gives more proficient approaches to identify diseases caused by parasite, microscopic organisms or infection on 

plants. Unimportant perceptions by eyes to distinguish diseases are not precise. Overdose of pesticides causes 

unsafe incessant diseases on people as not washed legitimately. Abundance utilizes additionally harms plants 
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supplement quality. It brings about tremendous loss of creation to rancher. Consequently utilization of picture 

handling methods to distinguish and order diseases in rural applications is useful. 

III.COMPARISON TABLE OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

Title Techniques Parameters Merits Demerits 

Detection and 

Classification of 

Apple Fruit Diseases 

using Complete 

Local Binary 

Patterns 

Shiv (Dubey 2012) 

K – means 

clustering  

Feature 

extraction, 

image 

segmentation 

accurate 

detection and 

automatic 

classification of 

apple fruit 

diseases, 

accuracy 

achieved 

Complex to 

solve 

Unhealthy Region of 

Citrus Leaf 

Detection Using 

Image Processing 

Techniques 

(Gavhale 2014) 

K- means 

Clustering, 

GLCM 

Algorithm, 

SVM 

Accuracy, time 

consumption 

Ensure healthier 

environment 

reduces quantity 

and degrades 

quality of the 

agricultural 

products 

Image Processing for 

Smart Framing: 

Detection of Disease 

and Fruit 

Grading(Jhuria & 

Kum 2013) 

Neural 

Network, Back 

Propogation 

Vector 

morphology 

Monitor the 

plant during 

growth period 

obtaining 

accuracy in 

detecting and 

classifying 

diseases is not 

tough 

Plant Disease 

Detection Using 

Image 

Processing(Khirade 

& Patil 2015) 

RELLIEF- F  Pre processing 

 

Segmentation 

Accurately 

identify 

diseases 

Time 

consuming as 

compare to 

SVM 

 

Hybrid Approach for 

Apple Fruit Diseases 

Detection and 

Classification Using 

K- Means 

Clustering 

Histogram 

equivalence 

Color feature 

Texture feature 

Improve the 

performance of 

disease 

classification 

Cannot applied 

on Multiple 

features 
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Random 

Forest Classifier 

(Samajpati & 

Degadwala 2016) 

 

Detection of 

unhealthy region of 

plant leaves using 

Image Processing 

and Genetic 

Algorithm 

(Singh 2015) 

Genetic 

Algorithm 

Image 

acquisition  

Segmentation 

less 

computational 

efforts and 

optimum results 

were obtained, 

Recognition 

rate should be 

improved 

Plant Diseases 

Detection Using 

Image Processing 

Techniques(Tichkule 

2016) 

K- means 

Clustering, 

Neural Network 

Back 

propogation 

GLCM 

Algorithm  

Water Shed 

Template 

matching 

Algorithm 

Accuracy, time 

consumption 

Potential to use 

in Agrobot 

system 

obtaining 

accuracy in 

detecting and 

classifying 

diseases is not 

tough 

 

IV.CONCLUSION 

This paper gives the review on fruit diseases detection and order procedures by utilizing image processing. The 

paper examines the philosophy, brings about each of the exploration work and future research headings. Diverse 

specialists utilized calculations for image segmentation, feature extraction, preparing and grouping of organic 

product disease. Among various techniques, the use of adaptive median filter and edge detection is not done. So 

it can be utilized for future.  
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